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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

Petitioner Gary Thibodeau, a New York State prison inmate

convicted in 1995 of one count of kidnapping in the first degree, has

commenced this proceeding seeking federal habeas relief pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 2254.  In support of his request for federal habeas intervention,

petitioner asserts eight separate grounds, each of which was presented to

and rejected by the state courts, either on direct appeal or by way of a
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1 Allen is reported to have had “dirty blond” hair at the time.  Trial Tr. at
1134.

3

collateral challenge to his conviction.  Applying the requisite deferential

standard to the grounds raised in Thibodeau’s petition, in light of the state

courts’ rulings, I recommend that Thibodeau’s habeas petition be denied.

I. BACKGROUND

According to the evidence adduced at trial, at approximately 5:55

a.m. on the morning of April 3, 1994, Heidi Allen, the victim of petitioner’s

alleged kidnapping, reported for work at the D&W Convenience Store

located in New Haven, New York (“Convenience Store”).  See Transcript of

Trial of Gary J. Thibodeau (5/22/95) (“Trial Tr.”) at 1129-34.  At the time,

Allen was wearing a white pair of sneakers, a gray Syracuse University

sweatshirt and glasses.1  Trial Tr. at 1134.  

At approximately 7:30 that same morning, John Swenszkowski left

his home and began driving toward the Convenience Store.  Trial Tr. at

1218.  While in route to the store, Swenszkowski observed a rusty van with

New York license plates driving very slowly in front of his car.  Trial Tr. at

1219-22.  Swenszkowski passed the van, Trial Tr. at 1222, and proceeded

to enter the Convenience Store’s parking lot.  Trial Tr. at 1224-26.  Upon

entering the Convenience Store, Swenszkowski retrieved two newspapers
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2 The van, which subsequently proved to be Richard Thibodeau’s, Trial
Tr. at 2005-06, 2052-53, was the same vehicle Swenszkowski had passed while
driving to the Convenience Store earlier that morning.  Trial Tr. at 1246-47.

3 The van was positioned such that its passenger side was closest to
the Convenience Store’s entrance.  Trial Tr. at 1245.

4 Bivens estimated his speed at the time to be approximately 30 miles
per hour.  Trial Tr. at 1291.

4

and a pack of cigarettes, paid the clerk (who Swenszkowski remembered

as being a female, and wearing a Syracuse University sweatshirt), and left

the establishment.  Trial Tr. at 1226-31.  As Swenszkowski walked through

the parking lot toward his automobile, he passed an individual who he later

learned to be Richard Thibodeau, petitioner’s brother, exiting a van.2  Trial

Tr. at 1234, 1255.  As Swenszkowski left the parking lot in his automobile,

he noticed that the van had been driven up to the entrance of the

Convenience Store.3  Trial Tr. at 1239.

At approximately 7:30 a.m. on April 3, 1994, Christopher Bivens left

his home on East Second Street in Oswego, New York and began driving

toward the Village of Mexico, New York.  Trial Tr. at 1287.  As Bivens

approached the Convenience Store, he slowed down his automobile to see

if the establishment was open.4  Trial Tr. at 1291.  Bivens observed two

males and a female outside the front of the Convenience Store.  Trial Tr. at

1291-92.  One of the men was holding the female, who Bivens noticed had
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5 Bivens could not recall what the woman was wearing at the time.  Trial
Tr. at 1295.

6 Bivens subsequently identified photographs of Richard Thibodeau’s
van as depicting the vehicle he had observed at the Convenience Store during the
morning hours of April 3, 1994.  Trial Tr. at 1302-03.

7 Stinson did not see anyone else in the store at that time.  Trial Tr. at
1401-02.

5

“blondish”-colored hair, in a “bear hug.”5  Trial Tr. at 1293-95.  In addition to

the noticing the woman struggling with the male, Trial Tr. at 1298, Bivens

observed a rusty van bearing a distinctive stripe located in the parking lot.6 

Trial Tr. at 1298-1301, 1303.  Despite the events witnessed by him, Bivens

decided against entering the parking lot of the Convenience Store at the

time, not wanting to become involved with what he believed might be a

domestic dispute.  Trial Tr. at 1311.

Another witness, David Stinson, arrived at the Convenience Store at

approximately 7:41 a.m. on April 3, 1994.  Trial Tr. at 1400.  Stinson picked

up a newspaper, placed the money for his purchase on the counter, and

began thumbing through the paper.7  Trial Tr. at 1399.  As Stinson read the

paper, two other customers picked up newspapers, left money on the

counter for their purchases, and left the store.  Soon thereafter, two other

men, including a local fireman, entered the establishment.  Trial Tr. at

1405.  When Stinson informed them that he had not seen a store clerk for
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8 Other than those three customers, no other individuals were in or near
the store at that time.  Trial Tr. at 1405.  Stinson noted that the drawer of the cash
register was closed, and did not appear to have been tampered with in any way. 
Trial Tr. at 1408.

6

a period of time, the three men began looking for an employee.8  Trial Tr.

at 1405.  As Stinson looked outside the Convenience Store for an

employee, a patrol car of the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department

happened to drive by.  Trial Tr. at 1411.  Stinson flagged the patrol car

down and informed its driver, Oswego County Deputy Sheriff Rick Curtis,

that Stinson and two other customers had searched for a store clerk, to no

avail.  Trial Tr. at 1411.  After speaking with Stinson, Deputy Curtis notified

dispatch of suspicious activity at the Convenience Store.  Trial Tr. at 1417. 

When Deputy Curtis was also unable to locate any employee of the store,

it was cordoned off as a crime scene.  Trial Tr. at 1419-24.

Another trial witness, Nancy Fabian, testified that she left her home

at approximately 7:12 on the morning of April 3, 1994, and began driving to

her sister’s house near Mexico, New York with her husband and daughter. 

Trial Tr. at 1718-19.  At approximately 7:45 a.m., while on her way to

Mexico, Fabian noticed a van approaching her car at a high rate of speed. 

Trial Tr. at 1721-22, 31.  According to Fabian, the van, which appeared to

be an older model with a stripe running down its side, Trial Tr. at 1726, was
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9 On April 3, 1994, petitioner had dark brown hair.  Trial Tr. at 1921,
2014. 

10 Fabian subsequently identified photographs of Richard Thibodeau’s
van as accurately depicting the vehicle she had observed as being driven in an
erratic manner the morning of April 3, 1994.  Trial Tr. at 1731-33.

7

swerving back and forth and being driven in an erratic manner. Trial Tr. at

1725-26.  Fabian testified that the van was driven by a Caucasian male

with a scruffy beard and dark hair,9 Trial Tr. at 1728, who was “trying to

control something in the back of the van or push something down in the

back of the van.”10  Trial Tr. at 1729.  

Donald Neville, Sr., another witness at trial, testified that in 1994 he

lived on Kenyon Road in Mexico, New York, and was petitioner’s neighbor. 

Trial Tr. at 1778-81.  At approximately 7:30 a.m. on April 3, 1994, Neville

drove by Thibodeau’s house and noticed that there were no cars parked in

front of the home.  Trial Tr. at 1785-86.  Neville observed, however, the

presence of tracks in the snow on Thibodeau’s driveway, which struck

Neville as unusual because there was “usually not any action around”

Thibodeau’s home that early in the morning.  Trial Tr. at 1787.  When

Neville returned to his home later that morning, he passed Thibodeau’s

house between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. and noticed Richard Thibodeau’s

van parked on the driveway.  Trial Tr. at 1797-98.  Around 10:30 that same
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11 Donald Neville, Jr. believed the yelling to have been a “violent
argument” between a man and a woman.  Trial Tr. at 1962-63. 

8

morning, Neville’s son, Donald Neville, Jr., stated that while outside his

father’s home he heard “a lot of yelling and screaming” emanating from

Gary Thibodeau’s residence.11  Trial Tr. at 1962.  That testimony was

echoed by Donald Neville, Jr.’s brother, Michael, who similarly testified that

around 10:30 a.m. on April 3, 1994, he heard a male and female shouting

from within Gary Thibodeau’s residence.  Trial Tr. at 1984.  Both Donald

Neville, Jr. and his brother testified that the screaming continued for

approximately thirty minutes.  Trial Tr. at 1965, 1984.

The police eventually discovered that Allen was the individual who

was scheduled to be working at the Convenience Store on the morning of

April 3, 1994.  Trial Tr. at 1427-28.  As word of Allen’s disappearance

spread throughout the community, numerous volunteers began looking for

her, with the aid of several troops of the National Guard who also

participated in a ground search for the missing store clerk.  Trial Tr. at

2000-01.  The search for Allen continued for several weeks; as of the date

of petitioner’s trial, however, Allen had neither been located nor heard

from.  Trial Tr. at 2001-02.

During the course of petitioner’s trial, several other witnesses
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testified on behalf of the prosecution, including Brett Law, Allen’s boyfriend

at the time of her kidnapping.  Trial Tr. at 1128.  Law testified that

approximately five months before Allen disappeared, he met the petitioner,

Trial Tr. at 1150, and that Law had seen Gary Thibodeau several times

while in the company of  Allen.  Trial Tr. at 1152.  On at least four of those

occasions, petitioner remarked that Law “had an attractive girlfriend.”  Trial

Tr. at 1154.  

Two other trial witnesses, Robert Baldasaro and James McDonald,

testified that in May, 1994, both were pretrial detainees being held at the

Worcester House of Corrections in Worcester, Massachusetts (“Worcester

Jail”).  Trial Tr. at 1528-29, 1657.  Gary Thibodeau, who was also

incarcerated at the Worcester Jail at the time, Trial Tr. at 2769, struck up a

conversation with McDonald and informed him that petitioner and Allen

were acquaintances who occasionally used drugs together.  Trial Tr. 1688-

89.  Gary Thibodeau subsequently informed Baldasaro that at some point

Allen had become angry with him because she believed he was “trying to

screw her.”  Trial Tr. at 1636-37.  When the topic of conversation between

the three pretrial detainees turned to Allen’s kidnapping, petitioner

indicated that he was a suspect in that investigation because he and his
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brother had driven his brother’s van to the Convenience Store on the

morning of her disappearance.  Trial Tr. at 1663.  When Baldasaro later

asked petitioner whether Allen could exonerate him on the kidnapping

charge, however, Thibodeau responded “[s]he wouldn’t be able to do that.” 

Trial Tr. at 1542.  When Baldasaro pressed Thibodeau for an explanation

as to why Allen could not clear his name, petitioner responded “[b]ecause

she’s dead.”  Trial Tr. at 1543.  When Baldasaro later asked petitioner how

the victim had died, Thibodeau responded that “her head had been bashed

in with a shovel and she was mutilated.”  Trial Tr. at 1550.  McDonald

asked petitioner who owned the shovel used in the crime, and Thibodeau

volunteered that it was his shovel.  Trial Tr. at 1666.  Petitioner also

boasted during the conversation that no one would ever find Allen’s body.

Trial Tr. at 1669. 

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

A. State Court Proceedings

Petitioner and his brother, Richard, were both charged by an Oswego

County grand jury with first and second degree kidnapping arising out of

Allen’s disappearance on April 3, 1994.  See Indictment No. 94-161. 

Petitioner was subsequently tried before a jury in connection with that
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charge beginning on May 22, 1995, with Acting County Court Judge Lee

Clary presiding.  At the conclusion of his trial, Gary Thibodeau was found

guilty of first degree kidnapping, Trial Tr. at 3494-96, and was later

sentenced to a term of twenty-five years to life imprisonment.  See

Sentencing Transcript (8/7/95) (“Sentencing Tr.”) at 46.

Petitioner appealed his conviction to the New York State Supreme

Court, Appellate Division, Fourth Department.  In his appeal, petitioner

raised several grounds in support of his request for reversal, including

claims that 1) he was denied his right to a fair trial by the erroneous

admission of evidence concerning his propensity to commit a similar crime;

2) his due process rights were violated due to prosecutorial misconduct; 3)

he was deprived of his right to all Brady material; and 4) he was denied his

right to be present at all critical stages of his trial as a result of his

exclusion during an in-chambers conference with a potential juror.    See

Brief in Support of Appeal (4/13/99) (“App. Br.”) at 39-113.

While the direct appeal of his conviction was pending, petitioner filed

a motion to vacate his judgment of conviction pursuant to section 440.10 of

New York's Criminal Procedure Law ("CPL").  In that application, petitioner
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12 Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194 (1963).
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alleged that 1) the prosecution withheld Brady12 material from the defense;

2) the prosecutor presented misleading and/or false testimony to the jury;

3) the acquittal of Thibodeau’s brother, Richard, in a subsequent jury trial

on kidnapping charges arising out of Allen’s disappearance rendered Gary

Thibodeau’s verdict repugnant; and 4) Thibodeau’s conviction on the

charge created a “grave risk” that an innocent man had been wrongfully

convicted.  See Motion to Vacate Judgment of Conviction filed in People v.

Thibodeau (4/5/96) at 1-56.  The trial court conducted an evidentiary

hearing with respect to petitioner’s section 440.10 motion, beginning on

August 27, 1996.  See Transcript of CPL § 440.10 Hearing (8/27/96) (“CPL

Transcript”).  Following that hearing, Judge Clary issued a decision on

January 6, 1997 denying petitioner’s section 440.10 motion in all respects. 

See People v. Thibodeau, No. 94-161 (Oswego Cty. Ct. Jan. 6, 1997)

(“January, 1997 Decision”) at 20.  In his decision, Judge Clary found, after

reviewing them, that the victim’s diaries were not exculpatory and thus did

not fall within the purview of Brady.  January, 1997 Decision at 2. 

Additionally, after discussing at length his perception of the testimony of

Brittany Link, both at trial and during the evidentiary hearing conducted in
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13 In his decision, Judge Clary also noted that he lacked the power to
vacate petitioner’s conviction in the interests of justice, but went on to state that
were he authorized to grant that relief, he would nonetheless decline to do so. 
January, 1997 Decision at 18-20.

13

conjunction with petitioner’s section 440.10 application, Judge Clary found

that Link had not indicated to law enforcement agents or prosecutors, prior

to trial, that she was unsure of her anticipated testimony, and thus no

Brady violation occurred when prosecutors failed to reveal that fact to the

petitioner.  January, 1997 Decision at 9.  The trial court also rejected Link’s

partial recantation of her trial testimony, finding that it did not qualify as

newly discovered evidence warranting a new trial.  Id. at 16.  Lastly, Judge

Clary found no fatal inconsistencies between the petitioner’s conviction and

his brother’s subsequent acquittal, citing the fact that different evidence

was presented to two separate juries, and noting that in Richard

Thibodeau’s case, the two pretrial detainees who testified against the

petitioner were not called.13  Id. at 18.  Reconsideration of the January,

1997 Decision was later denied by Judge Clary on January 30, 1997.  See

People v. Thibodeau, No. 94-161 (Oswego Cty. Ct. Jan. 30, 1997)

(“January, 1997 Reconsideration Order”) at 2.

Thibodeau appealed the denial of his section 440.10 motion to the

Fourth Department.  After consolidating that appeal with the earlier-filed
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direct challenge to his conviction, the Fourth Department affirmed

Thibodeau’s judgment of conviction and sentence in all respects by

decision issued on December 30, 1999.  People v. Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d

952, 700 N.Y.S.2d 621 (4th Dept. 1999).  Leave to appeal to the New York

State Court of Appeals was subsequently denied on May 26, 2000.  People

v. Thibodeau, 95 N.Y.2d 805, 711 N.Y.S. 2d 173 (2000).  

B. Proceedings in this Court

Petitioner commenced this proceeding, with the assistance of

counsel, on May 24, 2001.  See Petition (Dkt. No. 1).  In his petition,

Thibodeau alleges that 1) he was denied his right to a fair trial when a

prosecution witness was permitted to testify about his propensity to commit

a similar crime; 2) the portion of the state kidnapping statute under which

he was found guilty is unconstitutionally vague; 3) the trial court’s jury

instruction regarding his status as an interested witness was improper; 4)

the prosecutor improperly withheld from the defense Brady material, in the

form of the victim’s diaries and the fact of an alleged leniency agreement

between the prosecution and one of the jailhouse informant witnesses; 5)

Judge Clary erred in failing to conclude that a prosecution witnesses’s

testimony was incredible as a matter of law; 6) he was denied his right to a
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which are at the heart of petitioner’s Brady challenge.  See p. 44, n.21, post.
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fair trial due to prosecutorial misconduct; and 7) he was denied his right to

be present at all material stages of his trial as a result of his exclusion

during a portion of the jury selection process.  Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at

attached pp. 1-11.  Contemporaneous with his petition, Thibodeau filed a

substantial memorandum ably and comprehensively detailing the

arguments in support of his application for habeas relief.  See Dkt. No. 2.

The Office of the Attorney General for the State of New York, acting

on respondent’s behalf, have filed an answer and legal memorandum in

opposition to the petition.  Dkt. Nos. 9, 10.  The Attorney General has also

provided the court with the relevant records associated with petitioner’s

prosecution and the state court challenges to his conviction.14  Petitioner’s

counsel has since filed a reply brief in further support of his petition.  Dkt.

No. 13.  This matter, which is now ripe for determination, has been referred

to me for the issuance of a report and recommendation pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(B) and Northern District of New York Local Rule

72.3(c).  See also Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b).  

III. DISCUSSION

A. Standard of Review
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Under the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996,

Pub. L. No. 104-132, 110 Stat. 1214 (1996) (“AEDPA”), a federal court

may not grant habeas relief to a state prisoner on a claim

that was adjudicated on the merits in State court proceedings 
unless the adjudication of the claim – 

1) resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or
involved an unreasonable application, of, clearly
established Federal law, as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States; or

2) resulted in a decision that was based on a
unreasonable determination of the facts in light of
the evidence presented in the State court
proceeding.

28 U.S.C. § 2254(d); see also Miranda v. Bennett, 322 F.3d 171, 177-78

(2d Cir. 2003); Boyette v. LeFevre, 246 F.3d 76, 88 (2d Cir. 2001).  The

AEDPA also requires that in any such proceeding “a determination of a

factual issue made by a State court shall be presumed to be correct [and

t]he applicant shall have the burden of rebutting the presumption of

correctness by clear and convincing evidence.”  28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1);

see also Boyette, 246 F.3d at 88 (quoting § 2254(e)(1)) (internal quotations

omitted).

In his memorandum, petitioner argues that the AEDPA’s deferential

standard is only applicable where the state appellate court has specifically
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cited federal law in denying an appellate claim.  Petitioner’s Memorandum

(Dkt. No. 2) at 41-42.  Thibodeau contends that because the Appellate

Division did not cite federal law in its decision, “no deference is due ... the

state court’s decision,” and that this court must therefore review de novo all

such claims when asserted in a federal habeas petition.  Id. at 42.  In

support of this position, Thibodeau relies upon Washington v. Schriver,

240 F.3d 101 (2d Cir.  2001), in which the Second Circuit suggested that

the AEDPA's deferential standard of review did not necessarily apply in a

case in which the state courts failed to cite or apply federal law, or to rely

upon precedents which in turn cited or applied federal law, in addressing

the party’s claims.  See id. at 41-42.  Unfortunately for the petitioner,

however, Washington was amended and superceded by the Second

Circuit in its subsequent decision, rendered after the filing of his initial brief. 

See Washington v. Schriver, 255 F.3d 45 (2d Cir. 2001).  In that more

recent decision, the Second Circuit retreated somewhat from the position

previously articulated regarding the required AEDPA deference, stating

[w]e need not and do not resolve today the question
of whether § 2254(d)'s standard of review applies
because nothing turns on it here....  [E]ven
reviewing the state court's resolution of [petitioner’s]
federal constitutional claim de novo ... we hold that
the district court properly denied the petitioner's
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application for a writ of habeas corpus.

Washington, 255 F.3d at 55.  In Sellan v. Kuhlman, 261 F.3d 303 (2d Cir.

2001), that court later addressed and decided the issue explicitly left

unresolved by the Washington court – that is, the level of deference owed

by a federal court to state court's decision denying a claim in the absence

of any reference to, or discussion of, federal law.  In Sellan, the court held

that “[n]othing in the phrase adjudicated on the merits requires the state

court to have explained its reasoning process.”  Sellan, 261 F.3d at 311

(internal quotation omitted).  The court went on to conclude that

a state court “adjudicate[s]” a state prisoner’s
federal claim on the merits when it (1) disposes of
the claim “on the merits,” and (2) reduces its
disposition to judgment.  When a state court does
so, a federal habeas court must defer in the manner
prescribed by 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1) to the state
court’s decision on the federal claim – even if the
state court does not explicitly refer to either the
federal claim or to relevant federal case law. 

Sellan, 261 F.3d at 312 (emphasis added).  Thus, contrary to Thibodeau’s

assertion, this court must afford AEDPA deference to any of Thibodeau’s

claims which the Appellate Division rejected on the merits, whether or not

federal law was cited in support of that decision.

 In providing courts with guidance concerning application of this test,
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the Second Circuit has noted that 

[u]nder AEDPA, we ask three questions to
determine whether a federal court may grant
habeas relief: 1) Was the principle of Supreme
Court case law relied upon in the habeas petition
“clearly established” when the state court ruled? 2)
If so, was the state court’s decision “contrary to”
that established Supreme Court precedent? 3) If
not, did the state court’s decision constitute an
“unreasonable application” of that principle?

Williams v. Artuz, 237 F.3d 147, 152 (2d Cir. 2001) (citing Williams and

Francis S. v. Stone, 221 F.3d 100, 108-09 (2d Cir. 2000)).  

B. Review of Thibodeau’s Claims

1. Admission of Testimony Indicating Petitioner’s Propensity to
Commit Similar Crime

At trial, the prosecution called M. Montgomery as a witness during its

case in chief against Thibodeau.  Trial Tr. at 2109-10.  Montgomery

testified that on April 2, 1994, she was working as a bartender at a local

tavern in Oswego, New York.  Trial Tr. at 2113-14.   At approximately

midnight, the petitioner and his brother entered the tavern and began

ordering drinks.  Trial Tr. at 2116-17, 2123.  Over defense counsel’s

objections, Montgomery went on to recount that while at the bar,

Thibodeau asked her if she closed the bar alone, and stated that because

she was small, “it would be kind of dangerous for [Montgomery] to go out
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by [herself] at night after closing the bar.”  Trial Tr. at 2124, 2134-35. 

Montgomery testified that shortly after her conversation with the petitioner,

Gary Thibodeau and his brother walked over to “an older van” and left the

area.  Trial Tr. at 2136.

In his appeal, Thibodeau argued that the trial court had erred in

allowing this portion of Montgomery’s testimony into evidence.  See Brief in

Support of Appeal (4/13/99) (“App. Br.”) at 39-52.  In its decision, the

Fourth Department agreed that admission of that aspect of Montgomery’s

testimony was inappropriate, finding that while it did not violate the hearsay

rule, it was nonetheless excludable since “[a]lthough the evidence tended

to establish the identity of defendant and his brother as the kidnappers, as

well as their complicity and intent, the slight probative value of the evidence

on those issues was outweighed by its prejudicial impact.”  Thibodeau, 267

A.D.2d at 952-53, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624 (citations omitted).  The Fourth

Department went on, however, to categorize the error as harmless in light

of the “overwhelming evidence of [Thibodeau’s] guilt and no significant

probability that the jury would have acquitted defendant but for the error.” 

Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 953, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624 (citation omitted).  

Historically, when evaluating convictions in the face of collateral
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habeas challenges alleging error on the part of a trial court, habeas courts

have inquired whether the trial court’s error had a “‘substantial and

injurious effect or influence in determining the jury's verdict.’”  Brecht v.

Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 637-38, 113 S. Ct. 1710, 1722 (1993) (citing

Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 776, 66 S.Ct. 1239, 1253

(1946)) (other citation omitted).  Unfortunately, however, the AEDPA has

injected uncertainty into the question of whether federal courts are to

review errors deemed harmless by the state courts under the Brecht

standard, or instead should  apply the more rigorous "harmless beyond a

reasonable doubt" standard articulated by the Supreme Court in Chapman

v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 24, 87 S.Ct. 824, 828 (1967).  

Some circuit courts addressing this issue have explicitly held that the

Brecht standard must still be applied to claims alleging trial court error,

notwithstanding the AEDPA.  See Hill v. Hofbauer, 337 F.3d 706, 718 (6th

Cir. 2003) (“[t]he Brecht standard has survived the enactment of the

AEDPA”); Robertson v. Cain, 324 F.3d 297, 299 (5th Cir. 2003) (the

“AEDPA's restrictions on federal review of state habeas decisions do not

alter Brecht's mandate for harmless error analysis by federal courts”);

Herrera v. Lemaster, 301 F.3d 1192, 1200 (10th Cir. 2002) (“in cases
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governed by AEDPA, the habeas court is to apply the harmless error

standard set out in Brecht”).  Other circuits, by contrast, have opined that

federal courts may now be required to consider whether the state court’s

ruling was contrary to, or represented an unreasonable application of,

Chapman.  See Anderson v. Cowan, 227 F.3d 893, 898 (7th Cir. 2000)

(questioning the continued viability of Brecht in light of amended § 2254,

but finding it unnecessary to resolve the question because "[e]ven if we

assume that Brecht articulates a more generous standard than AEDPA, we

must conclude that, under that more generous standard, the error was

harmless"); Whitmore v. Kemna, 213 F.3d 431, 433-34 (8th Cir. 2000)

(suggesting that after a state court has applied a Chapman harmless error

analysis, the federal court must ask only whether the state court's

application of the Chapman error standard was "unreasonable").15

Since the enactment of the AEDPA, the Supreme Court has cited the
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Brecht standard of review on several occasions.  See Penry v. Johnson,

532 U.S. 782, 795, 121 S.Ct. 1910, 1919-20 (2001); Early v. Packer, 537

U.S. 3, 10, 123 S.Ct. 362, 365-66 (2002), and most recently, United States

v. Dominguez Benitez, ___ U.S.___, 124 S.Ct. 2333 (2004).  Both Penry

and Early involved state inmates who were challenging their respective

convictions through petitions filed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2254.  The issue

of whether the Brecht standard survived the AEDPA was apparently not

briefed by the parties in those cases, and the Supreme Court never

specifically indicated whether the Brecht standard is still controlling in light

of the AEDPA. 

Dominguez Benitez came before the Supreme Court in a different

procedural posture, having been accepted by the Court for direct review of

defendant’s federal conviction in the United States District Court for the

Central District of California.  Dominguez Benitez, ___ U.S. at ___, 124

S.Ct. at 2338.  In dicta, the Dominguez Benitez Court noted that “[w]hen

the Government has the burden of showing that constitutional trial error is

harmless because it comes up on collateral review, the heightened interest

in finality generally calls for the Government to meet the more lenient

Kotteakos standard.”  Dominguez Benitez, ___ U.S. at ___, 124 S.Ct. at
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2339 (citing Brecht, 507 U.S. at 638, 113 S.Ct. 1710).  Thus, it appears

that the Brecht standard, which is rooted in the Supreme Court’s decision

in Kotteakos, may still be the controlling standard of review in federal

habeas claims brought under § 2254 notwithstanding enactment of the

AEDPA.  Nonetheless, in view of the Supreme Court’s failure to definitively

rule on this issue, as well as the uncertainty within this circuit concerning

this aspect of federal habeas review, I will examine the issues now raised

by petitioner utilizing both standards.  E.g., Smith v. Girdich, No.

03-CV-5193, 2004 WL 1743946, at *3 (E.D.N.Y. Aug. 4, 2004) (noting that

the Second Circuit has not determined which of these two standards

applies on habeas review and considering petitioner’s claim under both

standards).

It appears that the disputed testimony from Montgomery was elicited

by the prosecutor to establish both the intent of Gary Thibodeau at the time

of his encounter with the witness less than eight hours before Allen was

abducted (Trial Tr. at 2130), and Thibodeau’s state of mind prior to the

kidnapping.  Trial Tr. at 2129.16  As discussed earlier, the Appellate
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Division concluded that the probative value of this aspect of Montgomery’s

testimony was outweighed by its potential undue prejudice, which the

Appellate Division characterized as resulting from the fact that the disputed

testimony could be viewed as suggestive of Thibodeau’s “criminal bent or

character as an abductor of young women.”  Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at

953, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624.  

Accepting the Appellate Division’s finding that admission of this

portion of Montgomery’s testimony was error, I agree with the Appellate

Division’s conclusion that because the evidence of Gary Thibodeau’s guilt

of Allen’s kidnapping was “overwhelming,” any error regarding admission of

that testimony was harmless.  See Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 953, 700

N.Y.S.2d at 624. That evidence, which was discussed more fully earlier in

this report, included witness testimony placing Richard Thibodeau’s van at

the Convenience Store at the time of the abduction, as well as evidence

linking two males whose physical appearance was consistent with the

appearance of Gary Thibodeau and his brother at that time, to the crime. 

E.g., Trial Tr. at 1291-1303; see also Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 955, 700

N.Y.S.2d at 625-26.  That evidence also included witness observations of

Richard Thibodeau’s van, and of a female struggling with a male, with
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another man present in the Convenience Store parking lot at the time of

the abduction.  Trial Tr. at 1291-1303.  

The evidence strongly suggestive of petitioner’s guilt also included

proof that at approximately 7:30 a.m. on April 3, 1994, no cars were parked

on the driveway of Thibodeau’s home, Trial Tr. at 1785-86, although tracks

were evident in the snow on Thibodeau’s driveway at that time.  Trial Tr. at

1787.  Between 8:00 and 8:30 that same morning, Richard Thibodeau’s

van appeared on petitioner’s driveway.  Trial Tr. at 1797-98.  Later that

morning, neighbors heard screams coming from Thibodeau’s apartment. 

Trial Tr. at 1962-63, 1984.  

These facts, particularly when viewed in combination with

Thibodeau’s jailhouse admission of his complicity in the crime, see Trial Tr.

at 1543, 1550, 1666, and 1669, conclusively establishes that the admission

of Montgomery’s testimony regarding Thibodeau’s statements to her during

the early morning hours of April 3, 1994 did not have a substantial and

injurious effect or influence in determining the jury's verdict at Thibodeau’s

trial.  Alternatively, applying the more stringent Chapman test, I find that

Judge Clary’s apparent error in admitting the disputed evidence was

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  Accordingly, I recommend the
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denial of petitioner’s first ground for relief.

2. Constitutionality of New York Penal Law 135.25(3)

In New York, a person is guilty of kidnapping in the first degree when

he or she abducts another person and when

* * * * *

3. The person abducted dies during the abduction
or before he is able to return or to be returned to
safety.  Such death shall be presumed, in a case
where such person was less than sixteen years old
or an incompetent person at the time of the
abduction, from evidence that his parents,
guardians or other lawful custodians did not see or
hear from him following the termination of the
abduction and prior to trial and received no reliable
information during such period persuasively
indicating that he was alive.  In all other cases, such
death shall be presumed from evidence that a
person whom the person abducted would have
been extremely likely to visit or communicate with
during the specified period were he alive and free to
do so did not see or hear from him during such
period and received no reliable information during
such period persuasively indicating that he was
alive. 

N.Y. Penal Law § 135.25(3).

In his appeal from the judgment of conviction, Thibodeau asserted

that N.Y. Penal Law § 135.25(3) was unconstitutionally vague for two

related reasons, arguing that 1) the statute provides no definite time period
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after which it may be presumed that a kidnapping victim is dead; and 2) the

statute is written in such a manner as to encourage arbitrary and

discriminatory enforcement by the police, prosecutors and others.  See

App. Br. at 94; Appellant’s Response to Intervenor’s Brief filed in People v.

Thibodeau at 7.17  Petitioner renews those constitutional challenges in his

second ground for federal habeas relief, contending that N.Y. Penal Law §

135.25(3) is unconstitutionally vague because it fails to specify a time

period before a person can be charged with causing the death of a missing

person who is alleged to have been kidnapped.  Petitioner’s Memorandum

(Dkt. No. 2) at 54. 

Since the Appellate Division denied this aspect of Thibodeau’s

appeal, Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 954, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 625, I must

consider whether that conclusion is contrary to, or represents an

unreasonable application of, relevant Supreme Court precedent.

i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent

“It is settled that, as a matter of due process, a criminal statute that

fails to give a person of ordinary intelligence fair notice that his
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contemplated conduct is forbidden by the statute ... or is so indefinite that it

encourages arbitrary and erratic arrests and convictions... is void for

vagueness.”  Colautti v. Franklin, 439 U.S. 379, 390, 99 S.Ct. 675, 683

(1979) (internal quotations and citations omitted).  This void-for-vagueness

doctrine mandates that penal statutes define criminal offenses with

“sufficient definiteness that ordinary people can understand what conduct

is prohibited and in a manner that does not encourage arbitrary and

discriminatory enforcement."  Kolender v Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 357-358,

103 S.Ct. 1855, 1858 (1983).  This two-part test for determining whether a

statute is unconstitutionally vague is well settled; a court “must first

determine whether the statute gives the person of ordinary intelligence a

reasonable opportunity to know what is prohibited and then consider

whether the law provides explicit standards for those who apply it.”  Chatin

v. Coombe, 186 F.3d 82, 87 (2d Cir. 1999) (citing United States v. Strauss,

999 F.2d 692, 697-98 (2d Cir. 1993)).  A determination of whether a statute

provides adequate warning to potential violators, however, must be made

"on the basis of the statute itself and the other pertinent law, rather than on

the basis of an ad hoc appraisal of the subjective expectations of particular

defendants."  Bouie v. City of Columbia, 378 U.S. 347, 355-56 n.5, 84
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S.Ct. 1697, 1704 n.5 (1964). 

ii. Contrary to, or Unreasonable Application of, Supreme
Court Precedent  

In support of his claim that the statute under which he was found

guilty is unconstitutionally vague, petitioner argues that

the defect in the kidnapping statute lies not so
much in the presumption [of the victim’s death] itself
but in its failure to curtail the unfettered discretion it
gives law enforcement authorities to deem an
abducted, missing person to be dead simply
because family and friends have not heard from
such person.  

Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 55, see also Petitioner’s Reply

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 13) at 5.  Petitioner argues that because the

statute “relies on the judgment of law enforcement for a law that carries no

definite meaning,” his conviction must be vacated.  Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 58.

In support of this aspect of his petition, Thibodeau clearly places

emphasis primarily on the second prong of the established test,

challenging the lack of prosecutorial guidance regarding the death element

of the statute.  Applying the required analysis to the circumstances

surrounding petitioner’s conviction, I find that the Appellate Division’s

conclusion that this statute “sufficiently notif[ied] a person of ordinary
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intelligence of the conduct that is prohibited,” and “establish[ed] boundaries

sufficiently distinct for police, prosecutors, Judges, and juries to administer

the law fairly,” Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 954, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 625, is

neither contrary to, nor an unreasonable application of, the above-

referenced test.  The relevant statutory provision under which petitioner

was convicted plainly affords individuals of ordinary intelligence notice that

the law prohibits the abduction of another.  Moreover, the statute also

notifies persons of ordinary intelligence that the death of a kidnapping

victim may be presumed if he or she does not communicate with or visit a

person with whom that victim was “extremely likely” to communicate or visit

from the time of his or her abduction until the time of any trial on the

charge.18  N.Y. Penal L. § 135.25(3).  No evidence has been presented by

the petitioner, nor is there any reasonable basis upon which I could

properly conclude, that the failure of that statute to provide a more definite

period of time between the date of the abduction and the date on which a

jury could presume the victim’s death , such as is the case with respect to

some of its civil counterparts, see Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at
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56-57, has resulted in a statute that is either unconstitutionally vague or

“impermissibly delegates basic policy matters to policemen, judges, and

juries for resolution on an ad hoc and subjective basis, with the attendant

dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory application.”  Grayned v. City of

Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 108-109, 92 S.Ct. 2294, 2298-2299 (1972); see

also United States v. Petrillo, 332 U.S. 1, 7, 67 S.Ct. 1538, 1541-42

(1947).  The latitude afforded under the disputed provision is no different

than that discretion entrusted to law enforcement agents and prosecutors

in other comparable situations.  In many instances, by way of illustration,

authorities in missing body death cases must decide, without the benefit of

the clear guidance which rigid time requirements of the type now espoused

by petitioner would provide, at which point to initiate homicide charges and

rely on such circumstantial evidence of death as the passage of time,

coupled with a lack of communication from the victim.  Petitioner cannot

reasonably suggest that a homicide prosecution in such circumstances

would be repugnant to the United States Constitution. 

Petitioner’s reliance upon civil laws regarding the presumption of an

individual’s death in the context of New York estate law is misplaced.  New

York Estates, Powers and Trusts Law (“EPTL”) specifically provides that
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although a person may be presumed dead where he or she has been

“absent for a continuous period of three years,” in cases where either

contractual or property rights are contingent upon a person’s death or in

conjunction with the administration of his or her estate, see EPTL § 2.1-

7(a),“[t]he fact that such person was exposed to a specific peril of death

may be a sufficient basis for determining at any time after such exposure

that he or she died less than three years after the date his or her absence

commenced.”  See EPTL § 2-17.(b).   Clearly, the evidence adduced at

trial regarding the circumstances of Allen’s forced abduction on April 3,

1994 indicated that she was exposed to a specific peril of death at the time

of her kidnapping.  Moreover, although petitioner correctly asserts that in

the civil context, states typically will not presume an individual’s death until

the passage of a certain number of years following the last sighting of an

individual, Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 56-57, he neglects to

acknowledge the well-established principle that the period of time that must

elapse before an individual may properly be presumed dead in that context

is substantially reduced where there is evidence that the missing person’s

life was in peril around the time of his or her disappearance.  See, e.g.,

Davie v. Briggs, 97 U.S. (7 Otto) 628, 634 (1878) (jury may properly infer
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death of an individual before the passage of the seven years “[i]f it appears

in evidence that the absent person, within the seven years, encountered

some specific peril, or within that period came within the range of some

impending or immediate danger, which might reasonably be expected to

destroy life”); see also Matter of Fahey, No. 16912, 1998 WL 326665, at *2

(Del.Ch. Jun 18, 1998) (presuming death of individual on date of

disappearance rather than seven years after she was last seen, clear and

convincing evidence was presented which indicated that missing individual

"’was exposed to a specific peril of death;’" i.e., “her intentional death

caused by another”); Pollack v. Hamm, 3 Cal.3d 264, 269-70, 475 P.2d

213, 216 (1970) (individual may be properly presumed to be dead on date

of disappearance rather than seven years after disappearance where

evidence established that “the missing person was subjected to some

specific peril”); In re Thornburg's Estate, 186 Or. 570, 578-84, 208 P.2d

349, 353-55  (1949) (presuming death of individual on day he was exposed

to peril rather than a year and one day after date individual last seen alive);

Krell v. Maryland Drydock Co., 184 Md. 428, 444,  41 A.2d 502, 509 (1945)

(jury could properly be instructed that it could presume death of individual

on date of disappearance rather than seven years after date of
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disappearance); Herold v. Washington Nat. Ins. Co., 128 Pa.Super. 563,

564, 194 A. 687, 689 (1937) (noting the “well-recognized exception” that

the presumption of life [during] seven years following disappearance can

be met and overcome by proof of circumstances of specific peril to which

the person disappearing was subjected”).

I therefore find that the Appellate Division’s decision denying this

aspect of Thibodeau’s appeal is neither contrary to, nor an unreasonable

application of, the above-referenced Supreme Court precedent, and

accordingly recommend that the second ground of his petition be denied.19 

3. Jury Instruction Regarding Interested Witness

In his third ground, petitioner contends that the trial court erred in its

charge to the jury regarding Thibodeau’s status as an interested witness. 

Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at (attached) p. 3; see also Petitioner’s Memorandum

(Dkt. No. 2) at 58-62.  Specifically, petitioner notes that when instructing

the jury, Judge Clary observed that

[n]ow, no defendant in a criminal case can be
compelled to take the witness stand but if he elects
to do so, he becomes a witness for all purposes
and is subject to the same tests that are applied to
all witnesses including the test of interest in the
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outcome of the case.  It is quite clear that the
defendant in every criminal case is an interested
witness because he has an obvious interest in the
outcome of the case.  Therefore, on testing the
truth, the believability, or the credibility or accuracy
of the testimony of the defendant, you have a right
to consider his interest in the case.

Trial Tr. at 3452-53; see also Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 59. 

Petitioner contends that this portion of the court’s charge neglected to fully

track the language of the official New York pattern criminal jury instruction

regarding a defendant’s interest as a witness; that pattern instruction,

petitioner notes, includes both language similar to that utilized by the trial

court and, additionally, advises that the jury that it

should not, however, reject the testimony of the
defendant merely because of his interest.  It is [the
jury’s] duty, as in the case of all witnesses, to
accept such testimony of the defendant [it]
believe[s] to be truthful and reject only such
testimony [it] believe[s] to be false.

Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 59-60 (citing 1 C.J.I. (NY) § 7.04

at 272) (emphasis omitted).  Petitioner argues that this portion of the trial

court’s jury instruction “cast[s] suspicion on the Petitioner’s testimony

merely because he was the defendant,” and “impermissibly cast doubt on

his credibility.”  Id. at 60; see also Petitioner’s Reply Memorandum (Dkt.

No. 13) at 6.
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i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent

“[T]he fact that [a jury] instruction was allegedly incorrect under state

law is not a basis for habeas relief.”  Estelle v. McGuire, 502 U.S. 62, 71-

72, 112 S.Ct. 475, 481-82 (1991) (citation omitted).  Thus, “[f]ederal

habeas courts ... do not grant relief, as might a state appellate court,

simply because the instruction may have been deficient in comparison to”

that state’s pattern jury instructions.  Estelle, 502 U.S. at 72, 112 S.Ct. at

482.  Rather, before a federal court may overturn a conviction due to an

allegedly erroneous jury instruction, “it must be established not merely that

the instruction is undesirable, erroneous, or even 'universally condemned,'

but that it violated some right which was guaranteed to the defendant by

the Fourteenth Amendment.”  Cupp v. Naughten, 414 U.S. 141, 146, 94

S.Ct. 396, 400 (1973); see also Estelle, 502 U.S. at 72, 112 S.Ct. at 482

(citing Cupp) (other citations omitted).  Moreover, “[t]he burden of

demonstrating that an erroneous instruction was so prejudicial that it will

support a collateral attack on the constitutional validity of a state court's

judgment is even greater than the showing required to establish plain error

on direct appeal."  Henderson v. Kibbe, 431 U.S. 145, 154, 97 S.Ct. 1730,

1736-37 (1977) (footnote omitted).  Where a trial court’s charge neither
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“declar[es] nor intimat[es] that the defendant has been untruthful in his

testimony [but merely] ... refer[s] to the jury ... the matter of credibility,

coupled with the declaration that interest in the result is a circumstance to

be weighed in its determination,” the charge is “clearly ... unobjectionable.” 

Reagan v. United States, 157 U.S. 301, 311, 15 S.Ct. 610, 613-14

(1895).20

    ii. Contrary to, or Unreasonable Application of, Supreme
Court Precedent

In rejecting this aspect of Thibodeau’s appeal, the Fourth Department

declared that Judge Clary’s interested witness charge was “not erroneous.”

Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 955, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 626.  This determination is
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entitled to deference under the AEDPA.

It is true, as petitioner argues, that Judge Clary did not charge the

jury that it was not to reject Thibodeau’s testimony merely because of his

interest, and could choose to accept the portion of his testimony it believed

to be truthful and reject only that portion of his testimony the jury found to

be false.  Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 59-60.  Petitioner

neglects to acknowledge, however, that prior to providing the instruction

cited by the petitioner, Judge Clary advised the jury as follows:

[F]rankly, in most cases there are witnesses
who have an interest in the outcome and if you the
jury were to disregard the testimony of every
witness who had an interest in the outcome of the
case, there might not be much testimony left in a
particular case for you to consider.  Therefore, the
law says that there is no legal presumption that an
interested witness necessarily doesn’t speak
truthfully.  There’s likewise no legal presumption
that an apparently disinterested witness tells the
truth. 

Trial Tr. at 3450.

“[A] challenged portion of the jury instructions 'may not be judged in

artificial isolation,' ... but rather must be judged as the jury understood it, as

part of the whole instruction, and indeed, as part of all the proceedings that

were observed by the jury."  Smalls v. Batista, 191 F.3d 272, 277 (2d Cir.
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1999) (quoting Cupp, 414 U.S. at 147, 94 S.Ct. at 400; Chalmers v.

Mitchell, 73 F.3d 1262, 1267 (2d Cir. 1996)); see also Beverly v. Walker,

899 F.Supp. 900, 913  (N.D.N.Y. 1995) (Scullin, J.), aff’d, 118 F.3d 900 (2d

Cir.), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 883, 118 S.Ct. 211 (1997).  Additionally, “[t]he

Supreme Court has made it clear that errors in instructions to the jury

rarely rise to a constitutional level.”  Victory v. Bombard, 570 F.2d 66, 69

n.3 (2d Cir. 1978); see also Ponder v. Levine, No. 00-CV-0649, 2004 WL

912868, at *2  (W.D.N.Y. Apr. 26, 2004) (citing Ponder) (other citation

omitted).  

After reviewing Judge Clary’s jury charge in its entirety, together with

the evidence adduced at Thibodeau’s trial, I conclude that Thibodeau has

failed to demonstrate that the Fourth Department’s decision is either

contrary to, or an unreasonable application of, Reagan, Cupp, Estelle or

Kibbe.  I therefore recommend that petitioner’s third ground for relief be

denied.

4. Brady Claims

In his fourth and fifth grounds for relief, petitioner alleges that the

prosecution improperly withheld Brady material from the defense.  See

Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at attached at 4-5.  In his fourth ground, petitioner
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alleges that the prosecution improperly withheld “exculpatory and/or

impeachment evidence consisting of diaries” to which Thibodeau was

purportedly entitled to under Brady.  Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at attached at 4. 

The basis for petitioner’s fifth ground is his contention that the prosecution

“intentionally withheld Brady material consisting of an agreement where a

key prosecution witness, a jailhouse informant, would receive a sentence

reduction in exchange for his testimony.”  Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at attached

at 5.  Petitioner argues that these violations necessitate that his conviction

be set aside and he be granted a new trial.  Petition (Dkt. No. 1) at

attached at 4, 5.

i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent

In Brady, the Supreme Court held “that the suppression by the

prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused upon request violates due

process where the evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment,

irrespective of the good faith or bad faith of the  prosecution.”  Brady, 373

U.S. at 87.  To prove a Brady violation, a habeas petitioner must establish

that 1) the evidence at issue was favorable to the accused either because

it was exculpatory or could have impeached a prosecution witness; 2) the

evidence was suppressed by the prosecution either willfully or
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inadvertently; and 3) prejudice ensued from the withholding.  Moore v.

Illinois, 408 U.S. 786, 795 (1972) (citing Brady); see also Strickler v.

Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 (1999).

ii. Contrary to, or Unreasonable Application of, Supreme
Court Precedent

a. Allen’s Diaries

Approximately one week before Thibodeau was to be sentenced on

the kidnapping conviction, the District Attorney informed defense counsel

that either his office or the Oswego County Sheriff’s Department was in

possession of two diaries which had belonged to Allen.  Sentencing Tr. at

13-14.  At sentencing, defense counsel argued that those diaries

constituted Brady material because they never referred to Thibodeau, and

additionally because they could have provided defense counsel with

“potential leads concerning the identity of any individuals who may have

been involved in her abduction.”  Sentencing Tr. at 14.  Then-Assistant

District Attorney Donald Dodd (“ADA Dodd”) informed the court at that time

that in October, 1994, in response to a request by law enforcement

authorities, Susan Allen, the victim’s mother, had provided a lieutenant of

the Sheriff’s Department with personal journals written by Allen in 1993 and

1994.  Sentencing Tr. at 19-20.  One copy of each of those journals was
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made, and the originals were then returned to Ms. Allen.  Id. 

At the sentencing hearing, the prosecution advised Judge Clary that

it had not provided the defense with copies of the diaries because they

were not regarded as constituting Brady material.  Sentencing Tr. at 22. 

ADA Dodd provided the diary copies to Judge Clary for his review in order

to assist the court in determining whether those materials were indeed

Brady material.  Sentencing Tr. at 24-25.  Following his review, Judge

Clary denied defense counsel’s motion for disclosure of the diaries,

concluding that  the diaries were not Brady material subject to disclosure. 

Sentencing Tr. at 27.  The Appellate Division later rejected Thibodeau’s

appellate challenge regarding of that ruling, concluding that petitioner had

“failed to establish a Brady violation with respect to the withholding of the

victim's diaries.”  Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 955,  700 N.Y.S.2d at 626.  I

therefore consider whether that determination is either contrary to, or

represents an unreasonable application of, Brady and its progeny. 

The obvious threshold question presented is whether the disputed

diaries qualify as Brady material under the first prong of the relevant test. 

Thibodeau argues that the diaries do in fact constitute Brady materials,

because they could have been offered to rebut the prosecutor’s theory of a
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drug-related motive for the kidnapping; to “negate the statutory

presumption under New York Penal Law section 135.25(3) of Miss Allen’s

death;” and to establish a potential motive for someone else having

abducted Allen.  Petitioner’s Reply Memorandum (Dkt. No. 13) at 7-8.  

In addressing this matter I was unable to review for myself the

disputed materials.21  While a review of those diaries could potentially have

proven helpful from a contextual point of view, in considering this aspect of

Thibodeau’s petition, I find that their unavailability is not fatal to petitioner’s

conviction.  Both at sentencing and in his decision denying Thibodeau’s

section 440.10 motion, Judge Clary provided a relatively detailed

description of the contents of Allen’s journals; that description facilitated

my review of the portion of the Fourth Department’s decision implicated by

Thibodeau’s Brady claim and enabled me to arrive at my recommendation

regarding this claim for relief.  After having reviewed the diaries,  Judge

Clary noted that they represented a
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kind of a dayminder-type of thing that contain[s] her
work schedule and essentially what she and her
boyfriend ... did that day, where they went ... if they
went to a birthday party or went to somebody’s
place to eat or anything but its basically what she
and her boyfriend did.  I don’t see anything Brady in
there one bit.

* * * * *
[T]here is no mention of anything, in my judgment,
that would constitute Rosario – excuse me, not
Rosario – but Brady material, and I have been quite
thorough, you know, thorough in examining just
about every – I haven’t read every word but darn
near every word and every date, and there is just
nothing that would be, in my judgment, anything
that would tend to establish the innocence of this
defendant, Gary Thibodeau.  

Sentencing Tr. at 25-26; see also January, 1997 Decision at 2.  

Based upon the record now before the court, I find that petitioner has

failed to satisfy the first element required for his Brady claim regarding the

journals.  In his decision denying Thibodeau’s request for section 440.10

relief, Judge Clary found, based upon his review of the diaries, that they

did not contain “exculpatory evidence ... that would warrant them being

turned over to defense counsel as Brady material.  January, 1997 Decision

at 2.  Rather, those documents appeared to the trial court to have merely

represented a journal of Allen’s day to day activities with her boyfriend, and

were neither exculpatory in nature nor material that could have been
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utilized by the defense to impeach any prosecution witness.  This is a

factual finding which is binding upon this court sitting in review of a habeas

petition.  Boyette v. LeFevre, 246 F.3d 76, 90-91 (2d Cir.  2001) (affording

AEDPA deference to state courts’ findings that a notation on a telephone

message pad to “rule out” the defendant was not Brady material).

Even assuming, arguendo, that the diaries could properly be

regarded as Brady material that was improperly suppressed by the

prosecution, petitioner has not established the third element required to

support a Brady claim – that is, that prejudice ensued from the withholding. 

In this regard, I note that Judge Clary specifically denied defense counsel’s

motion to disclose that evidence based upon his determination that the

diaries did not constitute Brady material.  Sentencing Tr. at 27. 

Accordingly, even if Thibodeau’s counsel had been made aware of the

journals prior to trial, it is clear that the Judge Clary would not have

considered them Brady evidence subject to disclosure.  Moreover, the

suppression of exculpatory evidence does not amount to a constitutional

violation unless the documents are shown to be material, meaning that

"there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence been disclosed to

the defense, the result of the proceeding would have been different." 
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United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 682 (1985); Boyette, 246 F.3d 76 at

91 (citing Bagley); see also Cantone v. Superintendent, New York

Correctional Facility at Green Haven, 759 F.2d 207, 213 (2d Cir. 1985);

Ramirez v. Headley, 1998 WL 788782, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 10, 1998).  In

light of the substantial evidence adduced at trial to support petitioner’s

conviction, I conclude that even if the prosecution had provided Thibodeau

with copies of the diaries prior to the trial, there is no reasonable probability

that the result of that proceeding would have been different.

b. Claimed Agreement Between Prosecution and Witness
Baldasaro

Petitioner also argues that Defense Exhibit Q at trial reflected “some

type of agreement whereby Baldasaro, a key prosecution witness, was

restored back to probation in exchange for his testimony.”22  Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 76.  Petitioner argues that the District

Attorney who prosecuted Thibodeau “orchestrated” that agreement, and

that the prosecution’s failure to disclose its existence to the defense prior

to Thibodeau’s trial violated his Brady rights.

To prevail on a Brady claim, a party must initially establish that the

evidence sought, in fact, existed.  United States v. Ashley, 41 Fed.Appx.
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240, 2002 WL 734764, at *1 (10th Cir. Apr. 26, 2002) (party failed to prove

Brady violation where he failed to demonstrate that material which formed

basis of Brady claim existed);23 United States v. Kennedy, 819 F.Supp.

1510, 1518 (D. Colo.) (citation omitted), aff’d mem. sub nom. United States

v. Byron, 994 F.2d 747 (10th Cir. 1993); United States v. Libutti, Crim.No.

92-611, 1994 WL 774648, at *5 (D.N.J. Oct. 25, 1994) (to prevail on Brady

claim, party must, inter alia, establish that exculpatory information existed).

In denying defense counsel’s request which sought admission into

evidence of the purported agreement between the prosecution and

Baldasaro, Judge Clary found, based upon his review of the documents,

that there was “no indication” that there was “a deal” between the relevant

parties which would have resulted in Baldasaro being placed on probation

for an unrelated criminal charge arising in another state in exchange for his

testimony at petitioner’s trial.  Trial Tr. at 1599-1600.  This finding of fact by

the trial court is entitled to deference in this habeas proceeding.  See

Highfill v. Berge, 107 F.3d 873, 1997 WL 58820, *2 (7th Cir. Feb. 5, 1997)
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(state court finding that no agreement existed between prosecutor and

witness regarding witness’s testimony constituted a factual finding

petitioner was required to rebut by clear and convincing evidence);24 see,

e.g., Mask v. McGinnis, 233 F.3d 132, 139 (2d Cir. 2000); 28 U.S.C. §

2254(e)(1).   In his federal application in the instant proceeding, petitioner

has similarly failed to establish the existence of any agreement between

the prosecution and that witness relating to his trial testimony.  For this

reason, I recommend that this aspect of petitioner’s Brady claim be denied.

I note that even accepting petitioner’s argument that an agreement

existed between Baldasaro and the District Attorney’s office regarding

Baldasaro’s testimony, his Brady claim would fail.  It is well-established

that “as long as a defendant possesses Brady evidence in time for its

effective use, the government has not deprived the defendant of due

process of law simply because it did not produce the evidence sooner.”  In

re United States (United States v. Coppa), 267 F.3d 132, 142 (2d Cir.

2001) (“Coppa”); see also United States v. Earls, No. 03 CR. 0364, 2004

WL 350725, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 25, 2004) (citing Coppa); United States v.
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Patterson, No. 02 CR. 0283, 2002 WL 31890950, at *11 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 27,

2002) (citing Coppa).  Thus, “[t]here is no Brady violation unless there is a

reasonable probability that earlier disclosure of the evidence would have

produced a different result at trial.”  Coppa, 267 F.3d at 142 (citing Leka v.

Portuondo, 257 F.3d 89, 100 (2d Cir. 2001)).

Thibodeau’s trial counsel clearly possessed the critical information

regarding an alleged agreement with witness Baldasaro in time for its

effective use at the trial.  Indeed, during the trial defense counsel sought to

use that evidence to impeach Baldasaro’s credibility.25 Trial Tr. at 1589-96.  

Since Thibodeau possessed information regarding the alleged agreement

in time for its effective use during trial, it was not “withheld” in the Brady

sense, e.g. Coppa, 267 F.3d at 142, and the Appellate Division properly

denied this aspect of Thibodeau’s Brady claim.  E.g., Tobias v. Portuondo,

No. 01-CV-6589, 2004 WL 1919570, at *4 (W.D.N.Y. Aug. 26, 2004) 

(“[t]he Second Circuit ha[s] have never interpreted due process of law as

requiring more than that Brady material must be disclosed in time for its
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effective use at trial") (citing Coppa) (internal quotation omitted).

In sum, I find that Thibodeau has not established that the Fourth

Department’s decision denying his Brady claims is either contrary to, or an

unreasonable application of, Brady.  Accordingly, I recommend that his

fourth and fifth grounds for relief be denied.

5. Failure to Declare Testimony Not Credible as a Matter of Law

In his sixth ground seeking habeas relief, petitioner urges Judge

Clary’s allegedly improper denial of the portion of his section 440.10 motion

which argued that the testimony of thirteen year old Brittany Link that she

observed Richard Thibodeau’s van at petitioner’s residence on the morning

of April 3, 1994 was “incredible as a matter of law.”  Petition (Dkt. No. 1),

Ground Six.  In support of this claim, petitioner argues that following his

trial, Link declared in sworn statements that she was uncertain as to

whether she actually saw the van in front of petitioner’s house the morning

Allen was kidnapped.26  See Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 77-

78; see also CPL Motion, Exhs. A, B. 

The reliability of Link’[s trial testimony was the subject of an
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evidentiary hearing conducted by the trial judge after the filing of

petitioner’s section 440.10 motion.  Based upon the evidence adduced at

that hearing and his review of videotapes of interviews conducted by

investigators working on petitioner’s behalf on December 5, 1995, and by

his counsel on March 11, 1996, Judge Clary specifically found in his

reconsideration denial order that Link’s testimony was not incredible as a

matter of law and that Thibodeau had not established that her testimony

was “manifestly untrue, physically impossible, contrary to experience or

self-contradictory.”  January, 1997 Reconsideration Order at 1 (citation and

internal quotation omitted).  Reviewing this finding, the Appellate Division

concluded that Judge Clary “did not err in refusing to determine that the

testimony of a 13-year-old witness was incredible as a matter of law and in

refusing to vacate the judgment of conviction on that basis.”  Thibodeau,

267 A.D.2d at 953, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624.

i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent

Claimed errors by state courts are not ordinarily subject to habeas

review unless they deprive a defendant of a fundamentally fair trial. 

Estelle, 502 U.S. at 72-75, 112 S.Ct. at 482-84.  A party is only entitled to

habeas relief on a claim that evidence was improperly admitted against him
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or her where the introduction of that evidence “so infused the trial with

unfairness as to deny [the defendant] due process of law.”  Lisenba v.

California, 314 U.S. 219, 228, 62 S.Ct. 280, 286 (1941).  The introduction

of improper evidence against a defendant does not amount to a violation of

due process, however, unless the evidence "is so extremely unfair that its

admission violates fundamental conceptions of justice.”  Dowling v. United

States, 493 U.S. 342, 352, 110 S.Ct. 668, 674 (1990).  As the Dowling

Court noted, only a very narrow class of such evidentiary infractions

violates fundamental fairness.  Dowling, 493 U.S. at 352, 110 S.Ct. at 674 .

ii. Contrary to, or Unreasonable Application of, Supreme
Court Precedent

In considering this ground, I have reviewed Link’s trial testimony, her

testimony at the evidentiary hearing, and the sworn statements given by

her and made part of the state court record provided to this court in

conjunction with petitioner’s habeas application.  That review establishes

that when Link testified at Thibodeau’s trial, she claimed to have observed

Richard Thibodeau’s van at the petitioner’s residence on the morning of

April 3, 1994.  See Trial Tr. at 1838-43 (Link testifying that after awakening

on April 3, 1994, she looked out her bedroom window and noticed Richard

Thibodeau’s van on petitioner’s driveway at approximately 7:48 a.m.).  The
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unequivocal nature of Link’s trial testimony was called into question,

however, when she testified at the later hearing that she was no longer

certain as to whether she had observed the van in petitioner’s driveway on

the day Allen was kidnapped.  The following exchange between Link and

Thibodeau’s counsel occurred during the hearing:

Counsel: []  When you testified about seeing
Richard’s van in Sharon
Thibodeau’s driveway, was that
testimony truthful?

Link: Yes.

Counsel: Are you sure that you saw the van
there on that occasion?

Link: I’m not sure right now.  Then I was. 
But now I’m not.

CPL Transcript at 15-16.27

Link’s trial testimony placed Richard Thibodeau’s van at petitioner’s

residence on the morning of Allen’s disappearance, in direct contravention

of petitioner’s trial testimony.  Compare Trial Tr. at 1838-42 with Trial Tr. at

2755.  Additionally, as petitioner notes in his supporting memorandum, the
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prosecution referred to Link’s testimony in his summation in arguing that

Richard Thibodeau’s van was seen at petitioner’s house on the morning of

Allen’s disappearance.  Trial Tr. at 3428.  It has been observed, however,

that trial testimony may properly be considered as incredible as a matter of

law “[o]nly where the witness testifies as to facts that [he or she] could not

have possibly observed or events that could not have occurred under the

laws of nature.”  Simpson v. Portuondo, No. 01 CIV. 8744, 2002 WL

31045862, at *9  (S.D.N.Y. June 4, 2002) (denying habeas petition

claiming, inter alia, that state courts erred in failing to find that a

prosecution witness’s testimony was incredible as a matter of law)

(citations omitted).  As noted above, Link did not claim at the evidentiary

hearing that her trial testimony was false.  Rather, she merely indicated

that she may have been mistaken about that testimony.  I therefore

conclude that the state court’s rejection of this argument was neither

contrary to, nor an unreasonable application of, Lisenba and its progeny.28
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Had it been demonstrated that Link had unequivocally recanted her

earlier version of the relevant events, in light of other trial testimony

squarely placing Richard Thibodeau’s van in petitioner’s driveway on the

morning of Allen’s abduction, it is clear that Link’s testimony, even if

erroneously admitted, did not so infuse Thibodeau’s trial with unfairness as

to deny him due process of law.  In this regard, I note that while petitioner

claims that “[t]he only evidence that positively places Richard’s van at Gary

Thibodeau’s house was ... Link,” see Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No.

2) at 77, this assertion appears to overlook Donald Neville Sr.’s critical trial

testimony relating to this same issue.  Specifically, Neville testified that at

approximately 7:30 a.m. on April 3, 1994, no cars were parked on

Thibodeau’s driveway.  Trial Tr. at 1785-87.  When Neville returned to his

house between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m., however, he observed the van

parked in Thibodeau’s driveway.  Trial Tr. at 1797-98.  As with Link’s

testimony, ADA Dodd specifically referred to Neville’s testimony during

summation, noting that Neville had “no reason or motive to testify falsely”

about his observations regarding Richard Thibodeau’s van.  Trial Tr. at

3427-28.

In sum, petitioner has not established that Link’s testimony was
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incredible as a matter of law.  In any event, in light of Neville’s testimony

which unequivocally placed Richard Thibodeau’s van in petitioner’s

driveway on the morning of Allen’s abduction, I conclude that the Appellate

Division’s decision denying the aspect of Thibodeau’s appeal which alleged

that the admission of Link’s testimony deprived Thibodeau of his right to a

fair trial is neither contrary to, nor an unreasonable application of, Lisenba

and its progeny.  I therefore recommend that petitioner’s sixth ground for

relief be denied.  See, e.g., Penick, 144 F.Supp.2d at 148 (quoting

Sanders v. Sullivan, 863 F.2d 218, 225 (2d Cir. 1988)). 

6. Prosecutorial Misconduct

In his seventh ground, petitioner argues that he was denied his right

to a fair trial by virtue of prosecutorial misconduct.  In support of this claim,

petitioner alleges that ADA Dodd improperly i) suggested in front of the jury

that the defense could call Richard Thibodeau as a witness to obtain

certain evidence favorable to the defense; ii) forced petitioner to

characterize prosecution witnesses as “liars” during the course of his

cross-examination; and iii) “repeatedly denigrated defense counsel.” 

Petition (Dkt. No. 1), Ground Seven.

i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent
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A criminal defendant's fundamental right to a fair trial is mandated by

the Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution.  Albright v.

Oliver, 510 U.S. 266, 273 n.6, 114 S.Ct. 807, 813 n.6 (1994) (citing United

States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 107, 96 S.Ct. 2392, 2399 (1976)).  Quite

obviously, prosecutorial misconduct is a matter which implicates the

constitutional mandate of a fair trial.  For federal habeas relief to be

granted based on a claim of prosecutorial misconduct, however, the

alleged misconduct must have "'so infected the trial with unfairness as to

make the resulting conviction a denial of due process.'"  Darden v.

Wainwright, 477 U.S. 168, 181, 106 S.Ct. 2464, 2471 (1986) (quoting

Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637, 643, 94 S.Ct. 1868, 1871 (1974)). 

In considering such a claim, courts must focus on “the fairness of the trial,

not the culpability of the prosecutor."  Smith v. Phillips, 455 U.S. 209, 219,

102 S.Ct. 940, 947 (1982).  

ii. Contrary To, or Unreasonable Application of, Supreme
Court Precedent

The law applicable to claims alleging prosecutorial misconduct is

clearly established.  See Davis v. Keane, 97 CIV. 8328, 2000 WL 1041454,

at *7-8 (S.D.N.Y. July 28, 2000) (citing United States v. Young, 470 U.S. 1,

11, 105 S.Ct. 1038, 1044 (1985) and Donnelly, 416 U.S. at 642-43, 94
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S.Ct. at 1871)); see also Flores v. Keane, 211 F.Supp.2d 426, 438

(S.D.N.Y. 2001).  I therefore must determine whether the Appellate

Division’s denial of Thibodeau’s prosecutorial misconduct claims, see

Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 955, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 626, is contrary to, or

represents an unreasonable application of, the above-referenced Supreme

Court precedent.

a. Suggestion that Defense Counsel Could Call Richard
Thibodeau as Witness

In its rebuttal case against Thibodeau, the prosecution recalled

Investigator Dale Yager, who had testified regarding his role in the

investigation of Allen’s disappearance.  Trial Tr. at 3225-26.  During his

cross-examination of Investigator Yager, defense counsel inquired whether

the witness had questioned Richard Thibodeau as to how he had learned

of Allen’s disappearance.  Trial Tr. at 3230-33.  When defense counsel

attempted to elicit hearsay testimony from Investigator Yager, the following

exchange occurred:

ADA Dodd: Judge, I’m going to object. 
Mr. Fahey can call Mr.
[Richard] Thibodeau.  It’s
beyond the scope – 

The Court: No. No.  No.
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Attorney 
Fahey: First of all, I’d object to that.  I’d ask for

an instruction.

The Court: Comments of counsel are improper at
this point, ladies and gentlemen.  I ask
you to disregard it.  I’m going to sustain
the objection.  It is hearsay, Counsel.

Attorney 
Fahey: I have no further questions of this

witness.  I do have an application to
make.

Trial Tr. at 3234.

After the jury was excused, defense counsel moved for a mistrial,

arguing that ADA Dodd’s suggestion in the presence of the jury that the

defense could call Richard Thibodeau was “grossly improper” because he

was a co-defendant in the subject indictment, and if called as a witness he

would undoubtedly exercise his Fifth Amendment right against self-

incrimination.  Trial Tr. at 3235-36.  In denying counsel’s motion for a

mistrial, Judge Clary noted that the question posed to Investigator Yager

sought “pure unadulterated hearsay,” and that defense counsel’s question

was “[f]rankly ... improper in my judgment.”  Trial Tr. at 3238-39.  Judge

Clary went on to find that it was equally inappropriate for the prosecution to

make the comment about calling Richard Thibodeau as a witness in the
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presence of the jury.  Trial Tr. at 3239-40.  Nevertheless, because the

comment was stricken and the jury was immediately instructed to disregard

it, Judge Clary denied defense counsel’s mistrial motion.  Trial Tr. at 3240. 

When the jury returned, Judge Clary further instructed the jury, at defense

counsel’s request (Trial Tr. at 3241), that the petitioner was not under any

obligation to call Richard Thibodeau as a witness, and that the jury was

“not to draw any inference unfavorable to this defendant, Gary Thibodeau,

since Richard hasn’t testified in this case.”  Trial Tr. at 3245.

In evaluating whether a prosecutor's remarks warrant federal habeas

relief, courts must consider “‘the severity of the offending conduct, the

measures adopted to cure the harm of the statements, and the certainty of

conviction absent the improper comments.’”  Tankleff v. Senkowski, 135

F.3d 235, 252 (2d Cir. 1998) (quoting United States v. Modica, 663 F.2d

1173, 1181 (2d Cir. 1981)); see also Goines v. Walker, No. 97-CV-3512, 

2000 WL 976657, at *7 (E.D.N.Y. July 12, 2000) (citing Tankleff).  

In this instance, although the prosecution’s unsolicited advice

regarding defense counsel’s possible utilization of Richard Thibodeau as a

witness was improper, Judge Clary immediately directed the jury to

disregard that comment, Trial Tr. at 3234, and soon thereafter specifically
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instructed the jury that the defense was not obligated to call any witnesses

– including Richard Thibodeau – in petitioner’s defense of the charge

against him.   Trial Tr. at 3245.  Judge Clary additionally advised the jury

that it was not to draw any unfavorable inference due to petitioner’s failure

to call his brother to testify in his defense.29  Trial Tr. at 3245.  Those

actions of the trial judge, coupled with the compelling evidence of

Thibodeau guilt discussed more fully above, establishes that Thibodeau’s

conviction on the first degree kidnapping charge was certain even absent

the objectionable comment of ADA Dodd.

b. Cross-examination of Thibodeau

Petitioner next faults the prosecution for “repeatedly compell[ing] the

Petitioner to characterize the People’s witnesses as liars.”  Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 93-94 (citing Trial Tr. at 2850, 2852, 2856

and 2927).

It is generally improper to compel a defendant to declare that

prosecution witnesses lied during their testimony, since credibility

assessments are a matter for the jury, and not witnesses.  United States v.
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Richter, 826 F.2d 206, 208 (2d Cir. 1987) (citations omitted).  The

Supreme Court, however, has expressly noted that "a criminal conviction is

not to be lightly overturned on the basis of a prosecutor's comments

standing alone, for the statements or conduct must be viewed in context;

only by so doing can it be determined whether the prosecutor's conduct

affected the fairness of the trial."  Young, 470 U.S. at 11, 105 S.Ct. at

1048.  Thus, the challenged conduct must be examined within the context

of the entire trial to determine whether the prosecutor's behavior amounted

to prejudicial error.  Young, 470 U.S. at 11-12, 105 S.Ct. at 1048.

In the present case, the prosecutor’s questioning of Thibodeau

regarding whether the prosecution witnesses were lying in light of the fact

that their testimony conflicted with that being offered by Thibodeau may

have been inappropriate.30  It has been noted, however, that “[i]t is not

enough ... that the prosecutor's remarks were improper; rather ...

constitutional error occurs only when the prosecutorial remarks were so
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prejudicial that they rendered the trial in question fundamentally unfair.” 

Floyd v. Meachum, 907 F.2d 347, 355 (2d Cir. 1990) (internal quotation

and citation omitted).  Since defense counsel did not object to this aspect

of the prosecution’s cross-examination of Thibodeau, e.g., Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 92, Judge Clary did not immediately advise

the jury that the prosecution’s questioning of the petitioner in that manner

was improper.  Judge Clary did, however, subsequently instruct the jury

that Thibodeau was presumed innocent, and that the burden of proof

remained at all times with the prosecution (Trial Tr. at 3437-38), thereby

“ensur[ing] that petitioner did not suffer any prejudice as a result of this

alleged prosecutorial misconduct.”  Railey v. Portuondo, No. 97 CIV. 3878,

2000 WL 1514787, at *8  (S.D.N.Y. Jul 26, 2000) (citation omitted). 

Additionally, the evidence presented against the petitioner convincingly

establishes that he would have been convicted even absent the

inappropriate comments of the prosecution in this regard. 

c. Repeated Denigration of Defense Counsel

In his final theory offered in support of the claim of prosecutorial

misconduct, petitioner contends that ADA Dodd “repeatedly denigrated the

integrity of defense counsel.”  Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 96. 
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prosecution witness on redirect examination,  ADA Dodd stated “Now, Mr. Fahey
likes to testify and talk about the fifty FBI agents.”  Trial Tr. at 1830.  Attorney
Fahey’s objection to the prosecutor’s remark was sustained.  Trial Tr. at 1830.  The
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32 Defense counsel did not object to the portions of the prosecution’s
summation which petitioner additionally urges in support of in this aspect of his
claim alleging prosecutorial misconduct.  See Petitioner’s Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2)
at 98.  During the relevant portion of his summation, ADA Dodd discussed what he
referred to as defense counsel’s “what about” defense.  Id.
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Petitioner then references various, selected excerpts of the trial transcript

as evidence in support of his claim that the prosecution “repeated

irrelevant and derogatory remarks about defense counsel.”31  Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 97-99.

A review of the cited excerpts, however, reflects that Judge Clary

sustained all but one of defense counsel’s objections to the prosecutor’s

allegedly inappropriate remarks.32  See Trial Tr. at 1827-28, 1830, 1932,

and 2066-67.  Where the trial court sustains defense counsel’s objections

to improper remarks made by the prosecutor regarding defense counsel,

claims alleging prosecutorial misconduct may properly be denied.  Swinton

v. Keane, No. 89 CIV. 0933, 1990 WL 134876, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 13,

1990) (citations omitted), aff’d, 948 F.2d 1275 (2d Cir. 1991).  

I have reviewed each of the instances cited by petitioner in support of
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this ground, including ADA Dodd’s comments during his closing argument. 

Based upon my review, while believing some of the cited comments to be

at least marginally inappropriate, I am unable to conclude that ADA Dodd’s

statements regarding Attorney Fahey did not deprive petitioner of his

constitutionally-mandated right to a fair trial.33  E.g., United States v.

Biasucci, 786 F.2d 504, 514 n. 9 (2d Cir. 1986) (affirming conviction of

defendant where “the prosecutor addressed defense counsel at one point

as ‘you sleaze,’ ... at another as ‘you hypocritical son- --,’ [and also] as

being ‘so unlearned in the law’”) (citations to the record omitted).

In sum, I find that the Appellate Division properly denied Thibodeau’s

appeal alleging prosecutorial misconduct, and that ruling is neither contrary

to, nor represents an unreasonable application of, the above-referenced

Supreme Court precedent.  I therefore recommend that petitioner’s

seventh ground for relief be denied. 

7. Denial of Right to be Present at Material Stages of Trial

In the final ground of his petition, Thibodeau alleges that he was
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improperly denied his right to be present during all material stages of his

trial.  That claim is based upon the fact that an individual was excused from

the panel of prospective jurors during a meeting, held in Judge Clary’s

chambers, in which petitioner’s counsel participated without the presence

of his client.  Petition (Dkt. No. 1), Ground Eight.  

i. Clearly Established Supreme Court Precedent

It is well settled that a criminal defendant's presence at trial is

required "to the extent that a fair and just hearing would be thwarted by his

absence."  Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 107-08, 54 S.Ct. 330,

333 (1934), overruled on other grounds by Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 84

S.Ct. 1489 (1964); see Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 338, 90 S.Ct. 1057,

1058 (1970).  This guaranty encompasses the right "to be present at all

stages of the trial where his absence might frustrate the fairness of the

proceedings," Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 819 n. 15, 95 S.Ct. 2525,

2533 (1975), and assures that an accused may even attend hearings in

which he is not actually confronting witnesses or evidence against him. 

See Kentucky v. Stincer, 482 U.S. 730, 745, 107 S.Ct. 2658, 2667 (1987);

United States v. Gagnon, 470 U.S. 522, 526, 105 S.Ct. 1482, 1484 (1985)

(per curiam).  As the Supreme Court has recognized, however, the right to
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be present is not absolute: it is triggered only when the defendant's

"presence has a relation, reasonably substantial, to the fu[l]lness of his

opportunity to defend against the charge."  Snyder, 291 U.S. at 105-06, 54

S.Ct. at 332.  Thus, there is no constitutional right to be present "when

presence would be useless, or the benefit but a shadow."  Snyder, 291

U.S. at 106-07, 54 S.Ct. at 332. 

ii. Contrary To, or Unreasonable Application of,
Supreme Court Precedent

After the first day of voir dire had concluded, the jury pool was

excused for the day and the prosecutor and defense counsel met in

chambers with Judge Clary while Thibodeau remained in the courtroom. 

Trial Tr. at 321.  A prospective juror then entered Judge Clary’s chambers

and advised the court, in counsel’s presence, that he had a “close personal

relationship with one of the jurors” that had already been impaneled for

Thibodeau’s trial.  Trial Tr. at 322.  That prospective juror volunteered that

he would not be willing to “jeopardize [that] relationship” if a disagreement

arose in the course of the criminal proceedings, Trial Tr. at 322, and that it

might be a “real problem” if there was a difference of opinion between the

two relating to an appropriate verdict in the case.  Trial Tr. at 322.  The

potential juror also noted that his selection for the jury could “jeopardize
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[his] functionality [at his] workplace.”   Trial Tr. at 323.  Following that

exchange, Judge Clary conferred with Thibodeau’s counsel, who advised

the court that he was waiving Thibodeau’s presence for consideration of

whether the prospective juror could be excused.  Trial Tr. at 324.  Defense

counsel went on to indicate his consent to the court’s excusing of the

prospective juror.  Trial Tr. at 324.  Petitioner contends that as a result of

the foregoing exchange outside his presence, he was “improperly excluded

from a material sta[g]e of the trial and his statutory, federal and state

constitutional rights to be present were violated.”  Petitioner’s

Memorandum (Dkt. No. 2) at 103.

The record before the court firmly establishes that petitioner’s trial

counsel explicitly waived Thibodeau’s right to be present for the proceeding

involving the prospective juror.  Trial Tr. at 324.   "[N]o constitutional error

results if a defendant knowingly and voluntarily waives his right to be

present" at any stage of the trial.  Cuoco v. United States, 208 F.3d 27, 30

(2d Cir. 2000).   Where, as here, an attorney waives a defendant’s right to

be present at a material stage of his or her trial, and there is no evidence

that the waiver was not voluntary, a habeas claim alleging that the

petitioner was not present during a material stage of his or her trial must
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fail.  Lyon v. Senkowski, 109 F.Supp.2d 125, 138  (W.D.N.Y. 2000). 

Even absent the waiver resulting from counsel’s statement, however,

petitioner would be nonetheless unable to establish that his constitutional

rights were violated as a result of his absence.  Although the scope of a

criminal defendant’s right to be present at the material stages of his or her

trial is broad, a defendant’s presence at every stage of the proceedings is

not required; “[c]ommon sense dictates that substantial performance of its

terms is sufficient."  Clark v. Stinson, 214 F.3d 315, 322 (2d Cir. 2000)

(quoting People v. Mullen, 44 N.Y.2d 1, 5-6, 403 N.Y.S. 2d 470, 472

(1978)).  When there is no indication that a defendant "could have done

anything had he been at the hearing nor would he have gained anything by

attending," no due process violation results from the mere holding of a

hearing in a defendant’s absence.  Stincer, 482 U.S. at 747, 107 S.Ct. at

2668; Cohen v. Senkowski, 290 F.3d 485, 489  (2d Cir. 2002) (“the right to

be present is not absolute:  it is triggered only when the defendant's

‘presence has a relation, reasonably substantial, to the fu[l]lness of his

opportunity to defend against the charge’”) (quoting Snyder); see also

Bohan v. Kuhlmann, 234 F.Supp.2d 231, 268 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

In considering this issue on appeal, the Fourth Department
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concluded that when petitioner’s attorney advised that he had no objection

to excusing the juror, defense counsel “was merely indicating that he had

no objection to [Judge Clary’s] decision to excuse the prospective juror for

cause.”  Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 954, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 625 (citation

omitted).  That court also observed that where a prospective juror is

excused for cause, any violation of defendant's right to be present is

harmless error since the defendant's input at such a proceeding would be

“superfluous.”  Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 953, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624. 

In reviewing the record in light of petitioner’s arguments, I am unable

to discern any harm befalling the petitioner based upon his absence during

the brief in-chambers conference.  As the Appellate Division sagely noted,

the prospective juror disqualified himself by
informing the court that he was unable to consider
the evidence impartially and in particular would be
unable to put aside his personal relationship with a
sworn juror in  the event that they disagreed during
deliberations. 

Thibodeau, 267 A.D.2d at 953, 700 N.Y.S.2d at 624-25. 

Since Thibodeau’s absence from that conference did not impact

upon his opportunity to defend against the charge facing him, he has failed

to establish that his exclusion from that meeting deprived him of his right to

be present at all material stages of his trial.  See Lyon, 109 F.Supp.2d at
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138 (denying habeas claim where petitioner “made no showing that he was

prejudiced because of his absence from the jury interviews”) (citing Rushen

v. Spain, 464 U.S. 114, 119, 120, 104 S.Ct. 453, 456-57 (1983)); see, e.g.,

Cruz v. Artuz, No. 97-CV-2508, 2002 WL 1359386, at *12 (E.D.N.Y. June

24, 2002) (denying habeas claim alleging that petitioner’s absence from

trial court’s in camera interview of three jurors violated petitioner’s right to

be present during material stage of trial) (citations omitted).  As such, I find

that Thibodeau has failed to establish that the Fourth Department’s

decision rejecting this aspect of his appeal was either contrary to, or an

unreasonable application of, Snyder, Allen, Stincer or Gagnon.  I therefore

recommend that the eighth and final ground of Thibodeau’s petition be

denied.

III. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

Applying the AEDPA’s deferential standard and considering the state

courts’ prior rulings in that light, I find that all of the claims raised by

Thibodeau in support of his habeas petition lack merit.  It is therefore

hereby

RECOMMENDED, that the petition in this matter be DENIED and

DISMISSED in its entirety.
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NOTICE:  pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1), the parties have ten

(10) days within which to file written objections to the foregoing report-

recommendation.  Any objections shall be filed with the clerk of the court. 

FAILURE TO OBJECT TO THIS REPORT WITHIN TEN DAYS WILL

PRECLUDE APPELLATE REVIEW.  28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1); Fed. R. Civ. P.

6(a), 6(e), 72; Roldan v. Racette, 984 F.2d 85 (2d Cir. 1993).

It is further ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court serve a copy of this

report and recommendation upon the parties by regular mail.

Dated: October 28, 2004
Syracuse, NY
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